Stress granules are cytoplasmic structures that form in response to a variety of cellular stresses. They contain mRNAs and many proteins including numerous types of RNA-binding proteins, and have been studied in connection to major cellular events such as protein synthesis as well as disease. Despite the well-known fact that stress granules encapsulate mRNPs (mRNA-protein complexes), much of the research has naturally focused on the protein components of stress granules. The specific details of mRNP entry into and exit from stress granules and the functional reasons for these dynamics are not fully understood. Here, we review studies that have concentrated on the aspects of mRNP accumulation in stress granules and produced quantitative data concerning mRNP/stress granule interactions.
The formation of stress granules
Stress granules are eukaryotic RNP granules which are induced upon various stresses that repress mRNA translation. These structures have been identified in plant, yeast, and mammalian cells, and have been characterized microscopically by electron microscopy and immunofluorescence approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Stress granules were found to be nonmembranous cytoplasmic structures that usually formed via a multistep process in response to stresses that resulted in translational arrest, such as viral infections, heat, oxidation, and starvation [6] [7] [8] . A recent study has shown that stress granules contain a stable core region surrounded by a dynamic shell-like structure [9] . Stress granules probably assemble stepwise in a process that begins with the stable assembly of untranslated mRNPs into the core structures [10] . Mass spectroscopy of purified yeast and mammalian stress granule cores identified many new stress granule constituents, specifically, ATPdependent helicases and remodelers, thus showing that stress granule assembly is likely an ATP-driven process, which includes RNA remodeling. Stress granules are not cytoplasmic precipitates, and in fact have the physical properties of liquid droplets, which form by a liquid-liquid phase separation process [11, 12] . It has therefore been recently suggested that the physiological roles of stress granules are connected to their material and biophysical properties [13, 14] .
Stress-induced phosphorylation of the eukaryotic translation initiator factor 2 (eIF2) is typically involved in stress granule formation [15, 16] . eIF2a is part of the eIF2 heterotrimer complex responsible for binding the initiator methionyl tRNA (Met-tRNA i Met ) to the small ribosomal subunit. eIF2a phosphorylation on serine 51 results in a severe decline in de novo protein synthesis and is an important strategy in the cell's armory against stressful insults. Interestingly, increased levels of nonphosphorylated eIF2a have been linked to malignant transformation of various cell types, and overexpression of a nonphosphorylated form of eIF2a caused tumorigenic transformation of NIH3T3 cells [28] . While stress granules disassembled in minutes, translation was only restored on the hour's scale.
mRNAs inside stress granules
Initial observations on 'heat-shock granules' in plants suggested that the putative role of the granules was the preservation of mRNAs [29, 30] . However, it was later shown that these plant granules were mistakenly detected as stress granules. Plant heat-shock granules are different structures altogether that actually do not contain RNA [31] . Still, these studies are worth noting as they had the insight to suggest that the supposed mRNAs in the granules represented untranslated and transiently stored mRNAs. Indeed, the localization of translationally inhibited mRNAs to stress granules was shown in many studies [16, 32] . Using immunogold or immunofluorescence antibody labeling, many RBPs were detected in addition to mRNAs [4, 33] . While not all mRNAs are destined to enter stress granules [23] , cellular mRNAs are not the exclusive RNA components of stress granules. For instance, HIV-2 and human respiratory syncytial virus (hRSV) genomic RNAs have been shown to reside in stress granules following infection [34, 35] .
RNA-labeling for microscopy purposes was initially limited to observation of the total RNA population using fluorescently labeled oligo-dT probes, which hybridized with poly(A) tails, or by the use of general RBPs that bind mRNAs [36] . On the cellular RNA population level, much of the cytoplasmic poly(A) + RNA in cells, which consists of mRNAs and noncoding RNAs, were observed localizing in stress granules during stress [4, 16, 21, 37] . However, not all cellular poly(A) + RNAs translocate to stress granules upon stress, rather, there is still a prominent nuclear-retained poly(A) + RNA fraction remaining in the nucleus even under stress conditions. Concomitantly, many RBPs accompany the RNAs within stress granules, and indeed most data connecting mRNA and stress granules originate from studies on RBPs that were shown to translocate into stress granules upon cellular stress. Still, many other types of proteins are contained within stress granules as well, as seen by RNAi screening and proteomics [9, 38] . Super-resolution microscopy of mammalian stress granules revealed that the core regions (approximately 200 nm in diameter) had higher levels of G3BP (GTPase-activating proteinbinding protein 1), PABP1 (polyadenylate-binding protein 1), and poly(A) + RNA [9] . As the cell's mRNA population is dominated by abundant, usually constitutively transcribing genes, other mRNA subpopulations such as stimuli-influenced transcripts, and low abundance and localized transcripts were inevitably underevaluated with respect to entry into stress granules. For example, the ERbound transcripts MDR1 and CANX that code for transmembrane proteins are excluded from stress granules under arsenite treatment [23] . In fact, much remains to be done in the way of identifying which mRNAs associate with stress granules during stress, and which do not, and to further unearth the molecular basis for this regulation. For instance, Alu repeats, usually located at the 3 0 untranslated regions (3 0 -UTRs) of mRNA and which are established determinants in localization, stability, and translation [39] , were shown to be of importance for mRNA accumulation into stress granules as opposed to mRNAs that had a single Alu element or that did not contain any Alu elements [40] .
The desire to track the behavior of specific transcripts during stress led to the use of transiently expressed genes under the regulation of powerful promotors, which provided fruitful imaging platforms to identify the entry of mRNPs into stress granules [2,3,21, 40, 41] . For instance, by applying the MS2 labeling system for tagging mRNPs in living cells [42] , it has been possible to track mRNPs in many cells and organisms. The MS2 sequence originates from the MS2 bacteriophage and is bound by an RNA-binding coat protein, MS2-CP. Using a repetitive MS2 DNA sequence that is added into the 3 0 -region of a gene, it is possible to generate a specific transcript that has this stretch of MS2 repeats in its 3-'UTR, thereby not interfering with translation. Coexpressing a GFP-MS2-CP in the same cells allows the tagging of mRNPs transcribed from this particular gene, using either endogenous or exogenous genes. To study mRNP dynamics in stress granules, an artificial b-Gal-MS2-tagged mRNA was expressed in living mammalian cells, and it was possible to show using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching experiments that the residence time of the mRNPs was on the~1 min range in arsenite-induced stress granules that persisted for over 2 h. This meant that the exchange of the mRNPs with the cytoplasm was quite rapid and that mRNPs in the stress granules were mobile [41] . The short residence times were not due to degradation of the mRNA, rather they reflected the transient entry of only a fraction of the mRNPs into stress granules over time, arguing against the role of stress granules in mRNP storage as most of the mRNPs were located in the cytoplasm.
In recent years, sophisticated methods for targeted RNA-labeling in living cells have emerged, thereby increasing image quality of time-lapse sequences as well as the physiological fidelity of the imaged samples [43] . In a recent example, programmable RNA-CRISPR tagging was applied in living cells to evaluate endogenous b-actin mRNA accumulation in arseniteinduced SGs, in a dosage-dependent manner [44] . These types of studies could allow the detection of endogenous mRNAs in stress granules but did not provide an assessment or quantification of the numbers of endogenous mRNA molecules that can be contained in stress granules at a given time. Indeed, the capacity of mRNA loading or packing into stress granules is an interesting issue that may help in assessing the likelihood of different hypotheses that have been put forward to explain the possible roles of stress granules.
mRNA loading capacity of stress granules
How many mRNAs of a certain transcript can enter stress granules upon stress? Quantification of the numbers of endogenous mRNA molecules within stress granules can be obtained using transcript-specific probes in single-molecule RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments [45] . For living cells, tagging of mRNPs is required. In the abovementioned study on the b-Gal-MS2 reporter in human mammalian cells [41] , both approaches were used. The relative MS2-GFP fluorescence in stress granules was measured and found to be 7% of the cytoplasmic fluorescence, and FISH quantification showed that b-Gal mRNA in stress granules represented 9% of the total cytoplasmic b-Gal mRNA.
Single-molecule resolution of mRNPs in stress granules of living cells was achieved by designing multiply labeled tetravalent imaging probes (MTRIPs) targeting endogenous b-actin transcripts [46] . This method applied stable 2 0 -O-methyl-RNA DNA chimera fluorescently tagged probes to tag endogenous mRNAs. Such experiments showed that in human U2OS osteosarcoma cells, 93% of the stress granules contained b-actin mRNAs but that only 3-4% of the total b-actin mRNA in the cell was detectable in stress granules at any given time. Furthermore, when the dwell times of genomic viral RNA of hRSV inside stress granules were measured using the MTRIPs, the residence time was on the scale of 1 min [35] . On the other hand, a study using a linear antisense 2 0 -Omethyl RNA probe labeled with a fluorescent dye that could bind to endogenous mRNAs found that when following the total poly(A) + fraction with a Cy3-labeled poly(U) 22 probe, a third of the endogenous poly(A) + mRNAs observed in stress granules were immobile [47] . Another 30% of the poly(A) + mRNAs in the stress granules were in equilibrium between binding to and dissociating from stress granules, with a residence time of~300 s.
In a recent study from our group, a single endogenous allele of the IPO7 gene that encodes importin-7 was tagged with MS2 repeats using retroviral integration (using the CD-tagging-MS2 method we established) [48] . The repetitive nature of the MS2 sequence integrated into the genomic sequence of the gene allowed us to obtain quantifiable information of endogenous mRNAs in the cytoplasm and stress granules, using single-molecule RNA FISH [45] . An average of 58% of the stress granules induced by arsenite in U2OS cells contained IPO7 mRNAs, and 11% of the cellular IPO7 mRNA was encapsulated in stress granules. As only one IPO7 allele was tagged with MS2, and U2OS cells have three IPO7 alleles, we could discriminate between the IPO7 mRNAs transcribed from the different alleles, and could compare the distribution of the IPO7 mRNAs within stress granules. Using a three-color-based analysis in which the IPO7-MS2 mRNA was labeled in one color, IPO7 mRNAs (untagged) in a second color, and stress granules (G3BP1) in a third color (Fig. 1A) , we were able to identify allele-discriminated mRNAs of IPO7 inside the stress granules. First, we found that the total numbers of IPO7 mRNAs in the cells remained unchanged between untreated and stressed cells, implying that the stress was not inducing mRNA degradation. Second, the distribution of the mRNA in stress granules followed a random distribution model (Fig. 1B) . Third, the size of stress granules increased over time in conjunction with a decrease in stress granules numbers per cell (Fig. 1C) (with time of arsenite treatment), probably due to fusion events [49] . As stress granule size increased, the more IPO7 mRNAs appeared within them (Fig. 1D) . Fourth, there was identical distribution of the MS2-tagged and untagged IPO7 mRNAs in stress granules, implying that the mRNAs remaining in the cytoplasm and not confined to stress granules were not less protected than those mRNAs in stress granules. Namely, the levels of the mRNAs remaining in the cytoplasm and not entering stress granules were not affected by the stress. Finally, when the cells were allowed to recover from the stress for a period of 3 h, during which stress granules disassembled, IPO7 mRNA numbers remained unaffected.
High-resolution in situ hybridization electron microscopy studies examined the levels of RNA in stress granules of human mammalian cells and found that 18S rRNA was enriched while the 28S rRNA was depleted in stress granules, as one would expect for stalled translation. With respect to poly(A) + RNA, only~15% of the cellular mRNA was estimated to be in stress granules [1] . Altogether, these studies demonstrate that only a small portion of each mRNA within the population (< 10%) is actually targeted into stress granules. We tested this further on a series of endogenous mRNAs and have come to the same conclusion (Fig. 2) . Additional studies suggest that some mRNAs, specifically those that are not translationally repressed (perhaps heat-shock mRNAs) do not localize to stress granules. Together, all the dynamics data of mRNAs in living cells converge to the same picture of mRNPs diffusing in and out of stress granules with residence times of~1-5 min. Thus, as suggested [41] , stress [48] show the localization pattern of IPO7 mRNAs observed under arsenite oxidative stress. To create a visible contrast between the mRNA and the stress granules labeled with an anti-G3BP1 antibody, the image of the stress granules was inverted, presenting them in black. The RNA FISH probe which detects all IPO7 mRNAs via the exon sequences is designated in pink, the probe which detects only the mRNAs transcribed from the MS2-tagged allele is designated in green, such that the white mRNAs (merge of pink and green) show the IPO7 mRNAs transcribed from the tagged allele while pink spots represent mRNAs from the nontagged alleles. Scale bar = 10 lm. granules presumably do not function as permanent storage sites during the hours of stress, but are possibly serving as dynamic points of maintenance for mRNPs during stress conditions.
Other types of cytoplasmic RNA granules related to stress granules are the P bodies, which differ in their composition, although they do share some common proteins. P bodies are dynamic cytoplasmic structures [50, 51] that contain protein factors involved in mRNA degradation, translational repression, and gene silencing [52] , and although they have been proposed to function in mRNP decay and/or storage [53] , actually mRNA degradation can persist without their presence [54] . P bodies and stress granules are often observed in very close proximity suggesting that mRNPs might be transferring between them [2, 41, 55] . However, mRNAs in P bodies lack poly(A) tails [56] and therefore it would be very interesting to understand the possibility of passage of cargo and the potential interplay between these structures.
mRNAs, stress granules, and disease
Responding and adapting to stress is important in both cancer development and the tumor response to anticancer therapies. While chemotherapeutic stress should cause apoptosis and cell death, it is now known that some compounds lead to the formation of 'prosurvival' stress granules in cancer cells, and to the avoiding of should cause apoptosis. These studies imply that the assembly of stress granules might act as a cellular mechanism of resistance to chemotherapy [49, 52, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . Following chemotherapeutic stress, such as with etoposide treatment, apoptosis is initiated by the stress-activated p38 and JNK/MAPK pathway. Cells exposed to hypoxic stress show eIF2a Fig. 2 . Detection of endogenous single mRNAs in stress granules. (A) RNA FISH image with probes that detect the mRNAs of actinin (inverted image, black dots, left) transcribed from one tagged endogenous allele (using the CD-tagging-MS2 method described in [48] and a probe to the YFP region) and stress granules (red, anti-G3BP1, middle), showing that only a portion of the mRNAs are found in stress granules (merge, right. SGs outline marked in red). (B) Examples of other endogenous mRNAs transcribed from one of the endogenous alleles (tagged using the CD-tagging-MS2 method described in [48] and a probe to the YFP region) detecting IPO7, nucleolin (NCL), hnRNAP A1, and LASP-1 mRNAs in the cytoplasm and within stress granules in arsenite-treated U2OS cells.
phosphorylation and the formation of stress granules, which results in a temporary arrest in mRNA translation [62] . However, it was shown that the simultaneous exposure to hypoxia and chemotherapeutic stress leads to the development of stress granules and to the avoiding of apoptosis, indicating that stress granules may negatively regulate the stress-activated p38 and JNK/ MAPK pathway [62] .
The appearance of cytoplasmic stress granules in HeLa cells after exposure to the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib (an FDA-approved drug for the treatment of multiple myeloma) and the cells' subsequent resistance to bortezomib-induced apoptosis have indicated that stress granule assembly might be acting as a cellular mechanism of resistance to chemotherapy [49, 57, 63] . This protective effect was reversed when eIF2a phosphorylation was inhibited [20, 64] . Also, resistance to bortezomib-induced apoptosis is probably mediated via p21 WAF1/CIP mRNA stabilization within stress granules [63] . In another study, the antimetabolite 5-fluorouracil (used in the treatment of head, neck, breast, and colorectal cancers) also induced the assembly of stress granules. This caused the phosphorylation of eIF2a as well as the sequestration of RACK1, a protein that mediates cell survival and apoptosis, within stress granules [61] . Another study has shown that the multikinase inhibitor Sorafenib (used for the treatment of hepatocarcinoma) also leads to stress granule formation [65] . Furthermore, stress granules assembled in hypoxic tumor cells have been shown to inhibit the translation of angiogenic factors and promote resistance to radiotherapy [66] , and the assembly of stress granules has been associated with enhanced metastasis [67] .
Recently, a key publication has demonstrated that cancer cells and tumors containing mutant KRAS have high levels of stress granules in response to different stress stimuli [68] . The study has revealed the mechanism connecting between KRAS and stress granule formation, showing that the molecule responsible is a signaling lipid molecule 15-deoxy-delta 12,14 prostaglandin J2 (15-d-PGJ2). Mutant KRAS cells secrete 15-d-PGJ2 and enhance stress granule formation and stress resistance of the cancer cells. Moreover, this molecule can cause the same outcome in cells with wild-type KRAS. Interference with this pathway led to the sensitization of mutant KRAS cells to stress stimuli and chemotherapeutic agents. Altogether, these accumulating studies point to a connection between resistance to chemotherapeutic stress and stress granule formation, and it remains to be seen what roles the mRNAs play in this mechanism of resistance.
There is evidence to indicate that the stress granules form in a response to viral infections, particularly in the case of RNA viruses [69] . The nature of the virusinduced stress granules can be steady, transient, or oscillating [69, 70] , and are considered to act as subcellular bodies in which the viral RNA triggers the innate immune response [71, 72] . The genomic RNA of HIV-2 induces stress granule formation and it is suggested that this gRNA is stored in stress granules until virus packaging commences [34] . On the other hand, some viruses do not induce the assembly of stress granules, but under other stress conditions have been shown to interact with stress granules, as in the case of the hRSV. Using arsenite to induce stress granule formation, and MTRIPs that identify hRSV RNA together with GFP-TIA-1 to detect stress granules in living cells, interactions were seen as a stress granule and a viral RNA granule came in contact. They were either observed residing within each other for over a minute before being released, or docking and making contact for approximately 45 s [35] .
As ongoing research tries to decipher the cause of the fatal neurodegenerative diseases, evidence of the involvement of stress granules is appearing. In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the defected motor neurons, characterized by protein aggregates that emerge in the cytoplasm, lose their function and end up with motion paralysis. Mutated variants of FUS and TDP-43 RBPs play a key role in the aggregation process. However, the molecular mechanism that leads to ALS is still missing. Most evidence points to prionlike domains, a common feature of RBPs, as a key factor in this pathogenesis [73] . It has been proposed that the aggregation of TDP-43 proteins alters the cell's response to stress by two pathways; disrupting mRNA sorting in the cells, required for proper processing and decay, due to massive fibrillary aggregates, and by causing stress granules persistence even after stress resolution. Recently, it was demonstrated that the first steps of ALS pathology are a result of protein misfolding and aggregation that influence the structural properties of stress granules [13, 14, 74, 75] . Specifically, this study [14] has shown that over time misfolded proteins, such as ALS-linked variants of SOD1, taint the composition of normal stress granules, which in turn leads to the assembly of stress granules with altered and abnormal physical properties.
Conclusions and perspectives
Stress granules are involved in cellular stress responses and in the control of mRNA synthesis. They assemble in a stepwise manner under various stress conditions and can dynamically sequester nontranslating mRNPs and a large variety of proteins. Still, the actual function(s) of stress granules still eludes us. Also, which mRNPs are targeted to stress granules and which are not, is not known or understood. Studies connected to diseased states have begun to provide some interesting insights and might point to new directions of study connected with the sequestration of proteins or mRNAs that help cells to avoid stress, and with pathways that begin to fail during aging and neurodegenerative disorders.
